Virological and biochemical relapse according to YMDD motif mutant type during long-term lamivudine monotherapy.
Whether the type of lamivudine-resistant virus in hepatitis B virus (HBV) influences the clinical outcome, it is not completely understood. We evaluated the serial changes in YMDD motif mutant in 60 Japanese genotype C-HBV patients who received long-term lamivudine monotherapy. YIDD or YVDD alone tended to stop shifting to the mixed type (YVDD and YIDD) within 12 months after the detection of mutant virus. Hence, the characteristics, virological relapse (DNA breakthrough) and biochemical relapse (breakthrough hepatitis) of 49 patients, who could be classified into three types (continuous YVDD, continuous YIDD, and the mixed type), were investigated. YVDD and YIDD type tended to have the opposite background with regard to age, histology, and viral load. The mixed and YIDD types tended to have similar backgrounds, except for viral load. In the mixed type, both the HBeAg-positive rate and viral load as risk factors for emergence of the mutant tended to be high. Mutant virus, DNA breakthrough and breakthrough hepatitis emerged significantly earlier in the mixed type than the two other types. The incidence of severe breakthrough hepatitis accompanied by icteric flare-up tended to be higher in the mixed type than the other types. Our results suggest that the YMDD motif mutant type might emerge from different backgrounds and modulate the virological and biochemical relapse after the emergence. Large-scale studies of each mutant type should be conducted in the future to confirm these findings.